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Early childhood education has traditionally been one of

the most mArginAl branchen of lmerican public education. Pre-pchool

progrnms Are not subject to the sPme comnulsory Attendance laws ttikt

apply to elementary and secondary schools; the actual availability

of such programs varies from region to region, with often a child beng

turned away for lack of space; in the vas., majority of cases, pro-

grAms serving the young child are not administered As parts of public
1

school districts. Another indication of the marginality of early

childhood education is simply the lark of common Agreement As to what

this term actuAlly refers to: historically, the nhrese has been

anrlied to A wide vniety of arrangements, from private nursery

schools to Headstart proftramalto daycare centers.

A number of current developments, however, are converging to

dramatically change the status of early childhood education. The

women's movement with its 'All for "childcare;" the tremendous resur-

gence of interst in this nountry in the work of Piaget and other
2

cognitivists; the increasing crisis of accountibility faced by

elementary and secondary schools AS they fail to deliver for Third

World children--all have contributed to a growing legitimacy for

early education. One manifestation of this new legitimacy are develop-

ments, such ns those currently underway in California, to bring

early Childhood education progrnms directly in to the public schools;

this has been a major priority of California's relatively new State

Surerintendent of Public Instruction, Wjlson Riles.
3

One implication

of thelnew public school setting for early education. is thst these

programs, which have traditionally been racially and socially segregated,

will now become, for the first time on A Large scaleintegrated.



The task of this rarermill be to discuss how the fact of integration

itself will help Shane the character of rublically provided early

childhood education.

NistoricAl background

Before I discuss the current situation in early childhood

education, it will be useful to offer some brief background material

on the field. I will outline pi four major forms of pre-school
14

arrangments--all of which, to some degree, having beeti associated

in the public mind as "early childhood education." This brief outline

should suggest the extent to which these various options have been

essentially segregated.

a) Nursery schools

I

Nursery schools hsvZi largely been a middle and upper riOdle

4
class institution. They are typically privAte, often run as Parent

co-operatives; whether administered by a parent board or not, nurseries

are usually staffed by persons who have received university degrb

in "early childhood education" or related subjects..The nursery

curriculum is geared toward "social-emotional development"; an aspect

of classical nursery trairing was to caution against the dangers

of "premature" learning. Of all the four categories of pre-school

programs that I will meation, nursery schools have perhaps the most

objective claims of "rrofessionalization;" in fact, we might consider

one of the chief status problems of these r,rofessionAls precisely to

be that they so oft6n have trouble differentiating themselves, in

the mind of the laymen, from the other three tendencies I am about tc
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mention.

Daycare centers and homes

A second tradition of pre-school program is the daycare center or

home (the former being institutionally based, the latter taking

Place in a rrivate home.). Such efforts have typically served the

children bf employed women, especially women from the working class.

The "curriculum" of daycare has essentially been custodial- -the main

objective being supervision of children, and not especially "enrich-

ment." While daycare operators normally have to obtain 140e13 (although

many in fact do not, and operate quasi-illegally), college training

is not a rre-requisite.

Headstart

A thid, and relatively recent, 'aristion of preschool ser-

vices is the "compensatory" type program of which Headstart is the

best known example. Such programs grew out of the War on Poverty

of the 1P6Ots, and were aimed specifically at the "culturally de-

prived" child. (In many instances, though not all, the clientele

were almost totally Third World). The curriculum of compensatory,

Programs included, among other things, a deliberately academic com-

ponent; the purpose of the programs were, literally, to give the

child a "Headstart" in his forthcoming elementary school career. Staff

for these program varies widely froM program to program, and includes

a number of paraprofessionals, but typically head teachers are rredent-

ialed in early edueat'on.
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d) Chi ldrsre

"Childcare" is the newest, snd least defined, tern in the

pre-school lexicon, 4s I mentioned earlier, it is R term strongly

associated with the women's movement; hypothetically, One might say

that *11 children Are the ultimate targets of childcare Programs.

Although childcare does not yet have an specific s character as the

above'three types, R distinguishing feature that seeii to be emerging

from childcare deliberations is the insistence on user- control of

Any such programs. The imnortAnee of childcare, for the purposes

of our present discussion, is to note that the intensive lobbying of

women's groups and others for childcare has been very instrumental in

increasing the visibility of All the various forms of pre-school

programs,.

Of the four types of nrogrnm described above, the

nursery school tradition snd the compensatory one are the most

directly linked to the profession of early childhood education: per-

sonnel in each type cf program have specialized academic training;

each Program has as its rationale the "enrichment" of young children.

But in spite of these similarities, there is, of course, a very

imporfsnt difference. Nursery educstors, as I pointed out, are

committed to R model of "soeio- emotional" growth and are aggressively

Rgninst scRdemic instruction. In the Headstart -type situation,

where the entire orientation is toward the child's imminent entrance

into elementary school, there is strong emphasis on cognitive skills.

Thus, although both nursery teachers and Headstart workers are osten-

sibly engaged in the same enterprise of "early childhood education ",
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there exist; between then widely divergent views on the capabilities

of young children, the proper methods end techniques to he used in

work with children, etc.

Thi:t difference in philosophy between nursery school and

Headstart teachers is symptomatic of a split that is becoming intensi-

fied throughout the early childhood education
profession as n whole.

On the one hand, there are the "old-timers" who cling to the affective

model; on the other, there are what have been called the "new mind-

builders ", those cognitive psychologists who though primarily inter-

ested in "disadvantaged" children, are arguing that all children -en
6

benefit from learning before the age of 6. As early childhood

education programs are brought into the public schools, we can anti-

cirate that this conflict which runs through the profession will

manifest itself in this new setting,.

Research findings

With this background of educational controversy in mind,

we can now begin to speculate what wi13 the course of early child.

education be in public schools? More specifically, what will be

the outcome of this conflict in school districts that are, to

a fignificant extent, integrated? The study I have been condwIting

for the past few years of a parent-participating nursery program that

is affiliated with the Berkeley Unified School District offers some

suggestive answers to these auestions. In the period before the

desegregation of Berkeley schools, when this program was overwhelm-

ingly white, both staff and parents agreed on the standard nursery

curriculum of "social" develo-ment. In the years since 196P, however,

as the program has become completely, integrated, black parent:; (with
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the collusion of some black staff) have exerted vrent pvessurtts

on the program to incorporate basic skill instruLion. As a Osek

member of berkeley's School Board told nis program's edministratf)rs:

"Black parents want, you to teach their kids to write the minute those

little fingers can pick up a pencil." As a subtheme to these academic

demands, the black re'rents also have been pressuring the nurseries

to institute firmer discirlinary policies. As one parent comnlairied,

"Whets she (daughter) going to do when she gets to real school if

they let her run around here all day?"
A,

The response of white parents to these new sets of demands

has been somewhat mixed, but essentially we might think in terms

of a trade-off: white rerents. by and large, are willing to go

slong with the introduction of basic skill instruction to th' school

curriculun; however, they closely monitor the form such instruction

takes: "I guess its all right if they teach him reading--as long PS

he is enjoying himself, and RS 10(1V AS they're not pushing him."

As a corrolary to this, the white parent group also resists the

black parents' requests that the school tighten up its disciplinary

Policies.

My observations suggest that Berkeley.'s early childhood education

staff hare attempted to Rccomodate to both sets of demands of parents.

The nursery curriculum has changed substantially in the direction of

the cognitive; one can now enter a Parent - nursery and see children

nlaying with "educational lotto" sets, others working at Math Centers,

children's writing displayed on the walls, etc. All these activities/

a few years ago, would have been unthinkable. At the same time, however,

the nedagogic devices used thim revempcd'pr,rram still retain n

very distinctive nursery flavor--indiv-dualized in,truntion is favored
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over large group lessons, there is honvy emphasis on pnrent involvement,

"play" is still seen as n legitimate nvenue to lonrning, scheduling

is ultra-flexible, etc. But while nt this moment the program

seems to have achieved the right balance between the black pnrent.'

demand for academic content, And the whites' demand for non-ripid form,

in the future it may be more difficult to sustain this romLinstion.

Plans are underway in the Dle-rint for the presently separate 'Pnrent-

nurseries to he housed directly within elementary school sites. In one
development

sense, ".... this,might be seen ns a "victory" for ttEls

propram- -from a rather mnrginAl rsisition in the fistrict, it is

beinp elevated to A far more secure situati on. Yet the nursery staff

greatly fear this nrospert; their assumntion 13 that nll that is

unidluely "nursery school" will disappear in the new environment.

As worried teachers rut it, "How can we run nut proprnm in n school

that operates on bells, where you are supposed to to outside only

at recess, when parents aren't supposed to be hanging around,

when you have one teacher for 30 kids, when you are not surposed to

make too much noise or the principal gets angry?"

Analysis

Recognizing that in many respects, Berkeley is an atynirs1 school
this

district, what, nonetheless, CAL we generalize from _ very'brief ,

"life history" of this pArticuliar early childhood prorram? The

first thing that thib case noints out to us is the overwhelming

Pressures on the nrofession to move toward n cognitively-oriented

nrogram. In addition to the other factors we have mentioned- -the

new theoreticians of "early learning", the "comnensatory"movement , the

higher levels of educational bureaucranisanother quite powerful force
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ndvoentin this change ere the pnrint-rlinots of these nrngrnms,

most notably black parents. While it is hardly the norm in our soc-

iety to have clients 'hare nublic instttutions, I would nrpuo tint

early childhood services rerresent a special case. rirst, in theoretic-

al terms, enrly childhood
education's status as a relatively "weak"

7

profession maker it vulnerable to client demands; more to the

point, however, the role of clients in such progrnms tnke on a speninl

intensity because of the widespread
nmbivnlence in our sorinty ntout

nrovision of 14,(74 out-of-home
services for very young children. This

theme was captured well in Prerident Nixon's veto messaA Jn of

the Child) Development Act
when ho spoke nrainst the "family -wenkening"

imrlications of such programs. As an ettempt at resolving this nmbivnl-

ence, many early childhood progrnms--ic.-luding
the one I observed

in Berkeley--have their
funding agreements led to regular parent

involvement.
Therefore, I woule argue that morn so than in ol.hor

levels of the educational system, clients in such settings have the

notentiel to effect the nature of these rrogrnme.

The second clue that the Berkeley situation gives us about

the future course of early childhood education is the danger to the

profession's
"integrity" that is nosed by the assimilation into

8

elementary schools. Laterson has pointed out that there are strikinr

similarities between the current situation of early childhood education

and that of the kindergarten movemenft in the nineteenth oentury; when

kindergartens became absorbed into the public school system, they

quickly lost their most creative asneete. Thus, an important empir-

ical question for observers of early childhood education in the next

few years will be to note the extent to which the profession is able

to retain its unioue characteristics in its new environment.
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